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Precautions When Using System Tatami:
- Designed as tatami for permanent laying; avoid use as placing tatami. 
- Made of resin, so do not place irons or other hot articles directly on the tatami. 
- Heavy articles and localized weight, such as chair-legs, etc., will cause denting and must be avoided. 
- Do not throw a tatami mat or drop it on the corners. 
- Designed to prevent discoloring and soiling, but in the event of the surface of the tatami becoming soiled or dusty, wipe it with a damp cloth that has been well wrung. 
- Immediately wipe off all oil-based fluids (kerosene, cooking oil, pesticides, etc.) with a neutral detergent. Failure to observe this may result in the outbreak of fire, discoloring, swelling or other problems. 
- Foreign matter, liquid and other substances getting under the tatami may result in the outbreak of mold, so make sure the under surface is also cleaned periodically.

Authorized Izumo Brand Products
Sekisui Tatami MIGUSA has been authorized as a unique product 
for nationwide and worldwide distribution for the purpose of 
achieving growth in sales and production and for enhancing the 
recognition value and image of the Izumo brand.

In addition to the ZEN collection of floor tatami using MIGUSA, it is also possible to view samples of various Tatami surfaces in the showroom, including the Earth Color 

collection and the Sucrée collection. The Space Suggestion area provides two space exhibitions to facilitate consideration into living room coordination. A rich selection of 

tatami in various colors is available, so you can match them up and see for yourself. Feel free to drop by the Sekisui Tatami MIGUSA showroom at any time.

https://www.sekisuiseikei.co.jp/en/migusa/
WebsiteConsultations on tatami to be directed to 

our Customer Service Center 0120-393-756R

Sekisui Tatami MIGUSA Tokyo Showroom

4F Sumitomo Shoji Kanda-izumicho Bldg.,
1 Kandaizumi-cho, Chiyoda-ku , Tokyo 101-0024

　

Opening Hours: Monday to Friday 10:00 to 12:00, 13:00 to 17:00

Closed: Saturday, Sunday, National Holidays, Summer Period, Consecutive Holidays, 

　　　Year-End/New-Year Holidays

Access: 6-minutes’ walk (approximately 550m) from Akihabara Station on the Tokyo Metro Hibiya Line

 8-minutes’ walk (approximately 700m) from JR Akihabara Station

 10-minutes’ walk (approximately 800m) from Iwamoto-cho Station on the Toei Shinjuku Line

Reservations Required

Reservations and Inquiries: Call the Freedial number listed at the bottom of the page, 
or the following reservation number: 03-6837-0305

Sekisui Tatami MIGUSA Osaka Showroom

Nakanoshima Daibiru 25F, 
3-3-23 Nakanoshima, Kita-ku,Osaka 530-6125

　

Opening Hours: Monday to Friday 10:00 to 12:00, 13:00 to 17:00

Closed: Saturday, Sunday, National Holidays, Summer Period, Consecutive Holidays,

            Year-End/New-Year Holidays

Access: 4-minutes’ walk (approximately 250m) from Watanabe-bashi Station on the Keihan Nakanoshima Line

 12-minutes’ walk (approximately 1,000m) from JR Osaka Station

 5-minutes’ walk (approximately 400m) from Higo-bashi Station on the Yotsubashi Metro Line

Reservations Required

Reservations and Inquiries: Call the Freedial number listed at the bottom of the page

Flooring
material

Tatami Used［earth color-9.blue lagoon］

SHOW ROOM  Feel free to drop by the Sekisui Tatami MIGUSA showroom at any time.
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Tatami life
Tatami Used[earth color-1.sand beach］

A level of comfort that facilitates lounging on the floor,
that is gentle on the feet, and that is pleasant to the touch.

Bringing a sense of richness that reverberates with a 
sense of relaxation and openness to the home.

POINT 01 POINT 02

Provides a special level of relaxation attained from 

the pleasure of walking barefoot and lying on the 

floor. They also provide a perfect location for 

playing and napping, and are therefore 

recommended for small children. The facing and 

inner core of the tatami produce an appropriate 

level of cushioning to absorb impact, and it is this 

high level of safety that makes tatami so 

appealing. 

Adopting a lifestyle involving sitting on the floor 

(yukaza) lowers the line of sight and creates a 

sense of openness. It also binds the family closer 

together and facilitates communication. System 

Tatami will enable you to obtain a floor-level 

lifestyle and create a sense of relaxed richness 

within the family.

High-function tatami mats and our unique method of 
installation will enable a pleasant floor-level lifestyle to be enjoyed.

POINT 03

System Tatami mats are the same thickness as 

flooring material, and bring a barrier-free sense of 

flatness to the floor. These tatami mats are 

original Sekisui mats that are both durable and 

safe. We are sure that you will enjoy a 

comfortable floor-level lifestyle.

(Special border materials are also available.)

Japanese Traditional Flooring Materials

Teaching the world about Japan’s traditional flooring material.
Safe and comfortable lifestyles with materials and design utilizing a new sensation.
Teaching the world about Japan’s traditional flooring material.
Safe and comfortable lifestyles with materials and design utilizing a new sensation.
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Sekisui MIGUSANatural Rushes

Western Style

Contemporary Style

Traditional Style

Japanese Style
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These undulations reduce the sticky sensation

* High-grade resin processing technology provides a gentle touch, 
  elasticity and absorption.

* Well-balanced mix of materials provide high functionality

Inorganic
material
 (calcium)

Resin
 (polypropylene)

Durability Absorption

MaterialStructure

Made in Japan for peace of mind, 
as well as being clean and gentle to the touch.
Long-term cleanliness and comfort.

Comfort

Sekisui MIGUSA is an original Sekisui flooring material consisting of resin treated with the perfect amount of inorganic material.

Durability, safety and a rich variety of colors and patterns, etc., have been added to the gentle-to-the-touch and absorption 

aspects of this high-function tatami.

Easy to use, easy to clean. Everlasting beauty.

Safety User-friendly and environment-friendly
A safe and anxiety-free flooring material

Point

02
Easy to Clean

The colors don’t easily fade, 
so it stays attractive always.

Point

01
Always Attractive Point

03
Tough and Long-lasting

Air layer providing
elasticity

MIGUSA colors don’t easily fade, and it has 

superior levels of durability. Tatami in rooms 

subject to large amount of direct sunlight 

experience very little discoloration.

Tough on moisture and soiling, 
and remains pleasant with 
no stains or odors.

Tough on moisture and soiling with cleaning 

rates standing at close to 100% (ease of 

removing soiling), maintenance and cleaning 

are simple chores.

High levels of durability ensure 
that the tatami can be used in 
top condition for a long time.

MIGUSA is extremely tough, durable and 

resistant to aging and fraying, which enables it 

to be used in top condition for many years.

Simply wipe with
a damp cloth.

Point

05
Anxiety-Free Materials

Resists the outbreak of ticks and 
mold to provide health and safety.

Point

04
Always Hygienic Point

06
Gentle on the Feet

We all want to make sure that the items we sit 

on directly remain hygienic. MIGUSA Tatami 

surface eradicates the worry of ticks and mold, 

and is recommended by the Japan Atopic 

Dermatitis Patients Association.

Uses anxiety-free materials that 
take health into consideration.

Anxiety-free materials that do not emit 

formaldehyde, which is considered to be one of 

the causes of sick-house syndrome, or any 

other such substances.

Contains an appropriate level of 
elasticity that is gentle on the feet.

MIGUSA contains a structure similar to sponge 

with an appropriate level of elasticity, which is 

gentle on the feet and reduces impact.

Superior levels of functionality and sophisticated designs 
have been added to Japan’s unique tatami flooring materials.
Sekisui MIGUSA; high-function flooring material for a new age. Design Rich Expression

MIGUSA
There were no signs of mold outbreaks 
even after three months had elapsed.

Experimental results

Based on a survey into the outbreak of mold with bacteria released 

into the tatami in an ambient temperature of 28℃and humidity at 97%
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PERMANENT/FIXED

MATERIALS LINE UP PRODUCT INDEX

SYSTEM TATAMI
P8

Installation Required

A tatami requiring permanent laying as a flooring material.
For use in new homes and renovated homes.

INSTANT/REMOVABLE

P12
FLOOR TATAMI

Tatami that can simply be placed in position. 
Regular-sized tatami mats 83cm square that can easily be laid and that 
provide comfort.

Installation Not Required

The checkerboard style of 

contrasting dark and light 

squares imparts a sense of style.

The earth color range of stylish, distinctive and surprising colors makes bold 

statement of calculated beauty while providing a sense of grace and elegance 

to create a refned space that blends seamlessly with the surrounding foor.

1.sand beach

2.ground

3.geo

4.night forest

5.autumn leaves

6.desert

7.volcano

8.midnight

9.blue lagoon

10.sunset red

11.bamboo

12.rose quartz

The SUCRÉE range of 

attractive pop-inspired colors 

will brighten up any room.

1.orange

2.peach

3.grape

4.melon

5.soda

6.mix

Diagonal streaks

create a distinctive

yet elegant accent.

green

yellow

mixed colors

A strikingly modern style evocative of Hikime but with 

more tightly woven patterns, designed to complement 

modernistic interiors.

green

leaf green

yellow

light yellow

ivory

mocha beige

pink

gray

blue violet

indigo

lattebrown

brown

dark brown

charcoal

black

zouge

grage

matcha

tsurubami

camellia

green

leaf green

yellow

pink

gray

indigo

lattebrown

dark brown

black

camellia

ZEN

Red warp makes 

traditional Japanese 

atmosphere.

1.shin-getsu

2.sei-kai

3.sho-rai

4.beni-tsubaki

5.usu-gumo
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Tatami
Border Cover

Border Slot

Flooring

Wall (plasterboard)
Skirting board

Substrate plywood

75cm
Tatami Sizes

A permanently-laid tatami installation system for 
new homes and renovated homes that wil l create safe and pleasant rooms.

Tatami Used［earth color-5.autumn leaves x 6.desert］

- Size: 750mm x 750mm x thickness of 15mm
- Weight: 3.6kg each
- Material: Tatami surface; [MIGUSA] (Polypropylene, Calcium Carbonate)
    Cushioning (Unwoven Polyester)
    Core Material: MDF [F☆☆☆☆] Made in Japan)

- Acceptable Flooring Thickness: 12mm to 15mm
- Material: Border (Vinyl Chloride Resin)
- Package/Quantity: Two Per Set * Border Material, Border Fixing Nails
 Corner Covers, Corner Cover Adhesive

Special Border Material

11.5

11
.8

14
.3

5 20

■ Cross-Section of the Border Material

■ Product Sizes

■ Plan view of the Corner Covers
20

System Tatami Specifications

Core Material

Cushioning

Tatami surface: [MIGUSA]

Backing Paper

Backing Material

■ Border Cover

■ Border Slot

■ Corner Cover

Light

Medium

Dark

Light

Medium

Dark * Four border materials are required for each location. 
  Order two sets in accordance with the size of installation.

Unit: mm

Unit: mm

Total of three colors. Select dark through to light to fit to the color of the flooring.
Number RequiredLength

For Use with 2 Mats

For Use with 3 Mats

For Use with 4 Mats

2-Tatami x 2 Sets

4 Tatami mats 6 Tatami mats 9 Tatami mats

Required Border
Materials

2-Tatami x 1 Set
3-Tatami x 1 Set

3-Tatami x 2 Sets

1,600 mm

2,400 mm

3,200 mm

2
2
2

Plan Examples

Layout Pattern

750mm

750mm

System Tatami

Simultaneous
Installation

Flooring

Workload reduction
This unique installation system that enables flooring and tatami to be installed simultaneously with 

the use of special border materials reduces the amount of time required for installation and cost.

[Sekisui’s Unique Installation System]
Fewer Installation and Reduced Costs
POINT 01

This thin tatami, which is said to be difficult to process, uses an integrated production system that 

covers everything from the procurement of materials through to manufacture and shipment at a 

special factory located in Japan to provide high-precision and high-quality tatami.

[High-precision Thin Tatami 750mm Square]
Japan-Made for High-Quality and Safety
POINT 02

Maintaining and cleaning system tatami is easy. Daily cleaning requires only wiping with a damp 

cloth. Oil-based stains can be removed with a neutral detergent. In the event of them becoming 

damaged, it is necessary to replace only the damaged mats.

[Easy Maintenance and Cleaning]
Maintainability
POINT 03

System Tatami 3 FeaturesPERMANENT/FIXED Installation Required

SYSTEM TATAMILaid Tatami

8 9

High-precision thin tatami 750mm square

Unique installation system
＋

＋
Special border materials

Flooring

Substrate plywood Joist

Skirting board

Sekisui System Tatami

Special border materials

The integrated manufacture of high-precision thin 75cm square tatami 

mats with the same thickness as flooring material at a special factory 

located within Japan. Sekisui’s unique installation system provides 

high quality within minimal periods.

The use of special border 

materials reduces the difference 

in level between the flooring and 

the system tatami to enhance 

safety.

Border Cover

Corner Cover



Installation Procedure

Installation Guide

Select the Layout

■ Layout Pattern

System tatami can be installed in any of the layouts 
shown in the illustrations below. As the tatami is 
installed in combination with the flooring, flooring 
space of more than two sides is required.

step.1 Select the Planstep.2 Select the 
Color and Layoutstep.3

Up to four tatami mats of the standard 750 x 750mm 
size can be laid side-by-side. It is possible to lay a 
minimum of two up to a maximum of sixteen mats 
all together, so select the plan required according to 
the area of the room and its desired application.

Select the colors of the tatami and border material 
to fit to the image of the interior style. It is possible 
to arrange these in various styles by combining two 
or more tatami colors, laying them with the grain or 
checkerboard style.

A unique installation system that provides high quali ty within a minimal t imeframe and at reduced cost .

The lines that represent the standard for 
installation are marked out.

First, the border slots are created along the 
standard lines.

The border slots and tatami are temporarily 
placed and the lines are marked out. The 
border slots are then fixed in place.

Open One Side Blocked Two Sides Blocked

❶ Tatami Positioning ❷ Border Slots Prepared First
❸ Temporary Tatami Placement and 
 　Border Slot Installation

❹ Flooring Installation

The flooring and skirting boards on the 
walls are installed.

The border slot covers are installed. The tatami is laid.

❺ Border Slot Covers Installed ❻ Tatami Laid

- System tatami mats are specially designed for use in rooms in normal residential houses or similar residential facilities. They cannot be used outdoors or in locations where they are frequently exposed 
to moisture, such as in bathrooms.

- Plywood must be used for the substrate of system tatami mats. They cannot be installed directly onto concrete or be installed using a double-floor installation method.
- Substrate plywood 12mm or more in thickness must be used. (Joist substrate installation is strictly forbidden.)
- System tatami can be used with a finished flooring thickness of between 12mm and 15mm. (Recommended: finished flooring thickness of 12mm.)
- Avoid placing heavy articles on the tatami if possible. (Estimated weight allowance: 1kg/cm2). The legs of beds or similar furniture are to be placed on 10cm-square buffer blocks to disperse the weight.
- System tatami cannot be installed over underfloor heating systems. Contact us if you are considering installing underfloor heating.

■ Before Using System Tatami

Installation Examples

Tatami Used［earth color-4.night forest］

Tatami Used［earth color-7.volcano］
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With a rich variation of colors, these tatami mats can be coordinated in accordance with preference in living rooms where the whole family gather, in children’s play rooms and in private rooms, etc.

FLOOR TATAMIPlacing Tatami

These 83cm-square regular-sized tatami mats are easily installed by placing them next to each other.
They are gentle on the feet, and provide a sof t, gentle touch.

Tatami Used［MESEKI-yellow x gray］

INSTANT/REMOVABLE Installation Not Required

83cm
Tatami Sizes

- Size: 830mm x 830mm x thickness of 15mm
- Weight: 4.2kg each
- Material: Tatami surface;[MIGUSA] (Polypropylene, Calcium Carbonate)
 Cushioning (Unwoven Polyester)
 Core Material: MDF [F☆☆☆☆] Made in Japan)
 Non-Slip Material (Polyethylene Foam)

Floor Tatami Specifications

830mm

830mm

Installation Examples

Tatami Used［SUCRÉE-3.grape x 6.mix］

Tatami Used［earth color-10.sunset red x 12.rose quartz］

12

13

The "Floor Tatami" weight of 4.2 kg/piece can easily be 

installed by women. 

Depending on the mood and purpose of the day, it can be 

remodeled,and used in several ways in the same room.

Backing Paper
Core Material

Cushioning

Tatami surface: 
[MIGUSA]

Non-Slip Material

15
mm



Installation Examples Housing / Commercial

Housing 01

ICHIMATSU-black

Entrance

earth color-8.midnight

Housing 02 Living room

Housing 03 Bed room

earth color-4.night forest

Commercial 01

MESEKI-green

Hotel

Commercial 02 Restaurant

Commercial 03 Nursery

MESEKI-brown

MESEKI-dark brown

MESEKI-gray

MESEKI-ivory




